THE WANDERING SOUL
(Love Is The Answer) Words & Music by John Denver

Intro: C Am C Am G

C    Am                      G
IN THIS MAGIC HOUR OF SOFTENING LIGHT
C    Am                      G
THE MOMENTS IN BETWEEN THE DAY AND THE NIGHT
F                                    G
THE INSTANT WHEN ALL SHADOWS DISAPPEAR
F                                    G
THE DISTANCE IN BETWEEN THE LOVE AND THE FEAR
C    Am                      G
THERE'S A LONGING DEEP WITHIN THE WANDERING SOUL
C    Am                      G
IT'S LIKE THE HALF THAT UNDERSTANDS IT ONCE WAS WHOLE
F                                    G
LIKE THE TWO WHO ONLY DREAM OF BEING ONE
F                                    G
LIKE THE MOON WHO'S ONLY LIGHT IS IN THE SUN
C    Am                      G
THERE'S A DANGER IN FOREVER LOOKING OUTSIDE
C    Am                      G
YOU START TO BELIEVE THAT ALL YOUR PRAYERS HAVE BEEN DENIED
F                                    G
AND YOU'LL FORGET THE SOUND OF YOUR OWN NAME
F                                    G
THUS BEGINS THE SUFFERING AND THE PAIN

C    Am
I WANTED AN ANSWER, I WANTED A WAY
F                                    C
I WANNA KNOW JUST WHAT TO DO AND WHAT TO SAY
Am                                    C
I WANTED A REASON, I WANNA KNOW WHY
F                                    C
CAN THERE NEVER BE HEAVEN RIGHT HERE ON EARTH AND PEACE INSIDE
C    Am                      G
INSIDE MY HEART, DEEP IN MY SOUL
Am                                    G
WITHIN EACH PART, AND IN THE WHOLE

C    Am                      G
THERE'S A PROMISE IN THE JOURNEYS OF THE MIND
C    Am                      G
YOU BEGIN TO BELIEVE THAT THERE ARE MIRACLES YOU WILL FIND
F                                    G
AND THAT SOMEDAY YOU'LL REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE
F                                    G
THE SEED WITHIN A BRIGHT AND SHINING STAR
C    Am                      G
IT'S LIKE A FLAME THAT LIVES WITHIN A HUNGERING HEART
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THAT ONLY AWAITS THE GIFT OF LOVE FOR IT TO SPARK
INTO A FIRE THAT BURNS FOREVER, ENDLESSLY
LIKE THE RIVER THAT CAN'T HELP BUT MEET THE SEA
IN THIS MAGIC HOUR BETWEEN THE DARK AND THE DAWN
IN THE SPACE BETWEEN THE SILENCE AND THE SONG
SUDDENLY THE MYSTERY IS CLEAR

THAT LOVE IS ONLY LETTING GO OF FEAR

LOVE IS THE ANSWER, LOVE IS THE WAY
LOVE IS IN KNOWING JUST WHAT TO DO AND WHAT TO SAY
LOVE IS THE REASON, AND LOVE IS THE WHY
AND LOVE IS IN HEAVEN RIGHT HERE ON EARTH AND PEACE INSIDE
INSIDE YOUR HEART, DEEP IN YOUR SOUL
WITHIN EACH PART, AND IN THE WHOLE
LOVE IS THE ANSWER, LOVE IS THE WAY

LOVE IS IN KNOWING JUST WHAT TO DO AND WHAT TO SAY
LOVE IS THE REASON, LOVE IS THE WHY
AND LOVE IS IN HEAVEN RIGHT HERE ON EARTH AND PEACE INSIDE.